Program Cormittee
Workshopette Proposal
In view of the fact that for the first time in recent memory, we
are not having our traditional November workshop, I make the
following proposal. In lieu of our regular ethnic Sunday, we have
a cme-day Romanianu workshopettefr.
We could rent the Solomon
pavilion for the morning of our regularly scheduled Sunday,
NOvember 8, as well as the afternoon. We could have our a w n
teachers review dances from our previous workshops and repertoire
that have gradually faded away. We could follm the standard
format of 9-12 and 2-5 teaching sessions with the 2 hr lunch
being a potluck and leaving at 5 or 6 or whenever we need to be
out. Leslie has already checked and the building should be
available, especially if we act now. Since we would be using
ourselves as teachersftheonly additional expense would be the
cost of the building for the AT%. I think only minimal publicity
is necessary. We need a minimum of 6 dances to caver Nwember and
January. Following is a proposed list and a few suggested
teachers. Leslie and I have already committed. Romanian dancing
is so interesting because of the wide variety of styles and
tempos. We've also had the benefit of dances from Dick Crum,The
David brothers,Nicholoas Helferink and my workshop with Sunni
Bloland. I've tried to create a mix of types: 2 each of slow,&
fast and a slow and a fast hora. W r e dances could be added if
necessary.
Mindrele - slow warnan's dance - Sunni Bloland
Bette Kelley
It
Nicholas Helferink Leslie Hyll
Iedera . It
tI
Joanne
Hora Femilor slaw hora
Hora Olteneasca stamping hora David Brothers
Bette
?
PAW 6 7
Coragheasca
harder
Dick Cnun
Briul de la Fagaras vigorous,zippy David Brothers Jeanette?
any more suggestions?
I have an East European Cookbook that I would be willing to share
for recipes.
I really think this could work. Thanks for your attention.
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